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 Reef Octopus (Water Pump) Blaster WB- 3000W (3000 L/hr)(35w) 
Reef Octopus (Sump) FS-600 with skimmer (1500 liters) Reef Octopus (Water Pump) Regal RO-DC- 3500W
(3500 L/hr)(30w)

                                                              

Brand:( Reef Octopus ) 
 Product Name: Reef Octopus (Water Pump) Blaster WB- 3000W (3000 L/hr)(35w)  
 SKU: Reef Octopus Blaster WB- 3000W (3000 L/hr)(35w)
 Barcode Link:  Price:  Baht 6,500.00  
 Ask a question about this product  

SILENT  Water Blaster Pump runs at the silent way which you almost cannot detect its vibration. 
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3 YEAR WARRANTY You will have peace of mind knowing
Bubble Blaster pumps is warranted against defective
material and manufacturing faults of the Bubble Blaster body
for 36 months 

DRY RUNING  With the special Silicon Nitride material used
to the impeller,Bubble blaster pump can be running dry
without water, while it isÂ  a warning issue for other pumps to
operates 

ENERGY EFFICIENT Water Blaster pumps consumes less
energy with improved efficiency compared to other
conventional pumps 

DIGITAL CIRCUIT BOARD  Digital Control Circuit Board
controls directional start-up, RPM speeds and an auto
shut-off function if the Water Blaster detects a problem.
More importantly, it controls the pump working stably and
more efficiently 

SILICON NITRIDE IMPELLER  The Impeller bearing and
shafts is made of Silicon Nitride,unlike other ceramics, Silicon
Nitride has superior wear-resistance, self-smooth natural, and
will prevent calcium build up. Therefore reducing
maintenance frequencies and ensure a longer operating life 

INTERNAL /EXTERNAL USE Water Blaster pumps can be
operated internally submerged by the water or externally,
according to you need 

POWERFUL WATER FLOW  Water Blaster pumps runs
with a more powerful water flow, that makes the
recirculation of your filtration system more productively 

        Brand : Reef Octopus
 Model : WB-3000W
 Voltage : 220-240V
 Frequenct : 50-60Hz
 Working Current : 0.15A
 Working Watt : 35w

Flow Max : 3000 liters/hr.
 Hight Max : 2.4m.
 Place for installation : internal & external use
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 Number pieces in packaging:1 Number pieces in box:12      
  Customer Reviews:  There are yet no reviews for this product. 

Please log in to write a review.
   

     You may also be interested in this/these product(s)  
    Vendor Information
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